
Knowledge/ 
Remembering 

Comprehension/ 
Understanding 

Application/ 
Applying 

Analysis / 
Analysing 

Synthesis/  
Creating 

Evaluation/    
Evaluating 

Name the key 
characters in the story 
and list 3 character 
traits of each. Choose 
traits you think 
illustrate the kind of 
person each one is  
(E.g.: persistent, 
determined, stubborn, 
optimistic, open-
minded, kind) 
 

Describe the “Church” 
that Grace’s family 
belongs to. Outline 
some of the main rules 
and explain the 
expectations of the 
Elders. 
(E.g.: What roles do 
women and men have? 
Where must people 
live? What beliefs exist 
about people “outside” 
the church?) 

Demonstrate how Morris 
Gleitzman uses ‘biblical 
terminology’ or language in the 
style of a holy book. Find some 
examples to illustrate this and 
use chapter references and 
character names. 
E.g.: Grace, Chapter 1: “In the 
beginning…good luck was upon 
us…we were bountiful…And 
lo…” 
Delilah, Ch 4: “You are so going 
to be judged…You are so 
defiled”  
Why do you think he does this? 
Do you find it effective?  

Examine the concept of 
“Fear” in this story. 
Compare the fears of 
Grace’s Mum, her Dad, 
Grace and her little 
brothers. 
Contrast these fears with 
those of Grandpop, Uncle 
Vern, Mr Gosper and the 
Church Elders. Are they 
the same in any way? How 
do they differ? What do 
you think is behind the 
different fears these 
characters have? 

Propose a plan for Grace 
and her Dad that would help 
them to do what they want to 
do (that is to ask questions 
and talk about issues) but 
also fit into the Church they 
are part of. Invent or 
formulate some rules that 
could work for both sides. 

The novel highlights many  
CHOICES that different 
characters have to make. On a 
scale of easy/straightforward to 
extremely difficult how would 
you rate the following and why: 
• The dilemmas faced by 

Grace’s Mum when her 
husband is expelled. 

• Miss Parry’s options when 
trying to deal with Grace. 

• Grace’s family’s decision 
right at the very end. 

• Grandpop’s actions in 
response to Mr Gosper or 
the Church’s rules. 

Describe what 
happened after the two 
car accidents - the 1st in 
Chapter 4 in the school 
minibus, and the 2nd in 
Chapter 26. 
In what ways did they: 
a) make more problems 
for Grace  
b) create a turning point 
in the plot 
c) help solve some of 
Grace’s problems or 
help her out of 
predicaments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

p.29. “Oh Lord we 
shamefully 
acknowledge a 
disobedient and 
disrespectful child 
amongst us.”  
 
Review this scene and 
chapter to write in 
your own words how 
you think Grace must 
have felt in this 
situation. Try to capture 
the range of emotions 
that swept though her 
(e.g.: was she surprised 
or ashamed? Did she 
understand or reject the 
accusations?) 

Select a word or phrase from 
below (or choose one of your 
own) & find a scene or situation 
in the novel that connects 
strongly with, explores or 
exemplifies it in some way.  
Illustrate your interpretation 
of the feeling or concept/s – in 
relation to the book OR to the 
something in your own world 
(e.g.: design an image, a symbol, 
a sketch, a collage from various 
sources or art work). 

• “Wrath is like anger, 
only worse” p.28 

• Truth and lies  
• Tribulation 
• Gratitude 
• Freedom &/or Will 
• Tolerance (intolerance) 

What motives did Kyle 
and Mr Denny have for 
helping or even just 
listening to Grace?  
How and why did these 
motives change over the 
course of the story? 

Arrange a chart of 3 or 
more major “sins” Grace 
commits (e.g.: her project, 
talking to outsiders, 
answering back with her 
views).  
 
If you were to interview 
Grace, one of the Church 
elders and an objective 
“outsider” reveal how each 
of those people would view 
the “sin” and what each 
would suggest as an 
appropriate consequence 
(e.g.: would it be a 
punishment, a fair public 
hearing, a second opinion or 
a good discussion?) 

Evaluate Grace’s “ordeal”  
(chapter 19 & 20).  
What elements does she think 
her trial will need to prove her 
faith? 
How effective are her actions? 
To what degree would you 
describe her ordeal as 
“successful” in achieving her 
goals? (Think about the 
immediate outcome and the 
longer term outcome.) 

Grace By Morris Gleitzman – Questions designed to target and develop different levels of thinking using Bloom’s Taxonomy 



Knowledge/ 
Remembering 

Comprehension/ 
Understanding 

Application/ 
Applying 

Analysis / 
Analysing 

Synthesis/  
Creating 

Evaluation/    
Evaluating 

Define the words below 
in your own way or 
using a dictionary: 
GRACE. 
FAITH. 
BELIEF. 
 
What are some of the 
ways these words are 
defined in the story? 
(e.g.: the main 
character’s name;  
beliefs and faith about 
different things for 
different people - not 
just about God.) 

Provide some 
examples of 
‘hypocrisy” or double 
standards of the adults 
in this novel – where 
one thing is “preached” 
or espoused but the 
actions or words of the 
adults do the opposite. 
Cite page references 
and explain or outline 3 
- 5 examples of this. 
 
* You can expand on 
your work by 
explaining your views 
about this behaviour or 
where you see 
examples of hypocrisy 
in real life or in the 
world around you. 

Develop a list of Grace’s 
strengths as you find out more 
about her. 
 
If you were able to use some of 
her strategies, such as positive 
self-talk, or have her optimistic 
outlook, how could this help you 
in every day or more serious 
situations in your own life? 
 
You can answer this about 
yourself or choose a character 
from another story you have read 
or a current newspaper article. 
Think about the power or 
importance of “belief” in 
something or someone (not 
necessarily faith or belief in the 
religious sense) makes a 
difference. 

“My family was a bit 
different in our church 
because we didn’t have 
other church members 
living next door. Our 
neighbours were all 
outsiders. Our place was 
surrounded by the outside 
world.” P.3 
Debate/Discuss 
The advantages and 
disadvantages for children 
such as Grace and her 
brothers, who exist in a 
community within but 
separate from the rest of 
the community. OR 
Humour can be effectively 
used to highlight serious 
or contentious issues. 
 

Plan a marketing 
campaign that promotes 
Grace’s church. What 
aspects would encourage 
young people to sign up as 
members and how would 
you “put a spin on” the less 
appealing aspects – so you 
can’t actually lie but you can 
‘play around’ with the truth!  

Prepare a case to defend Dad’s 
actions. What has he done that 
you agree with or approve of 
and why? 
You might like to dramatise this 
or expand on the idea – EG: 
• Form a panel of characters 

form the novel to question 
Dad and assess his 
influence on Grace in 
positive or negative terms; 

• Compose a soliloquy for 
Grace or her Mum to 
perform – maybe as a 
speech in church or as a 
letter to the Elders; 

• A “rights tribunal” deciding 
on who has the right to pass 
judgment or whose rights 
have been infringed in any 
way. 

 
 
Getting the most from this 6 x 3 Grid! 
These questions and activities are graduated both vertically and horizontally in terms of level of challenge.  
 
• While the 4th, 5th and 6th columns focus on the Higher Order thinking skills which will be the main source of questions for more advanced 

or highly able students, it is important that all students have experience analyzing, creating and evaluating to some degree.  
 

• Not all students will need to move through all levels but keep in mind that tasks can be modified if necessary to ensure weaker students have 
success with challenge at the higher levels. 
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Type of Question Using the novel… 
Quantity 1.    Give 3 examples of advice Dad offers to Grace about different things. Explain what it means and how Grace uses it. 

     2.   On page 14 and again on page 161, Grace describes their favourite family game. What is it? List YOUR 10 most  
           interesting questions (about the book or about anything!)  
    3.    How many rights do different groups of characters have in the book (women, children, church members, outsiders)? Who seems  
           to have the most or the least and how fair do you think this is? 

Change 1. If Mr.Gosper had managed to take them overseas to a whole new place, what would have happened? 
2. Let’s say Grandpop did stand up for Grace or change his mind about Dad? How would this impact Grace’s Mum or change Grace’s 

situation? 
3. If you were to change one element in this story, what would it be and what would happen? 

Prediction 1. What might happen if Grace got to choose her punishments OR if Grace got to make the rules for children in the church? 
2. Some consequences of Mum marrying Mr. Gosper might be…? 
3. Why do you think all the punishments the Elders gave to Grace did not really work to change her behaviour and beliefs? 

Point of View 1. What different points of view about “obedience” do characters in the story express? How do you see or understand the 
importance of “obedience” in your own life? 

2. Church members were “insiders” and others were “outsiders”, what would be another way of seeing this? 
3. Give your opinion about Grace’s decision to go into “the lions’ den” at the Zoo. 

Personal 
Involvement 

1. If you could give advice to one character in the book, who would it be and what would you say? Why? 
2. If you were Delilah, how would you feel about Grace’s situation and having Grace as a friend? 
3. What is your viewpoint about being an “outsider” according to Grace’s Church? 

Comparative 
Association 

1. If you were to compare Grace and Kyle, what might you find? 
2. “They’re not arguments…they’re discussions. Just people swapping ideas so they can understand God better” p.13 What are the 

similarities and differences between arguments and discussions? 
3. Grace cannot understand what the adults in her Church are accusing her of or why they misinterpret her actions. Have you ever 

had a similar experience where you thought one thing but adults “so” thought differently?! 
Valuing 1. How do you feel about the fact that Dad taught Grace to be the person she was even though it could get her into trouble? 

2. What are some of the messages in this story that are very important to you? 
3. Do you agree that this story presents both sides of the situation? Explain your thinking. 

Your design Design a question about the novel for each of these categories (or 2 or 3) and discuss a friend’s answers and views.  

Grace By Morris Gleitzman – Questions designed to challenge and stimulate creative thinking using a Divergent Thinking Model 



Further exploration 
 

 Encourage students to generate questions, discussion and debate using “stems” of the questions in the grid and table.  
 Select a focus concept, character, quote or theme to give students a starting point. 

 
For example: 
Character Study of Dad 

• Review the novel to find examples of his “teachings” or Grace’s “learnings” as a result of their conversations and happy relationship – 
what do these tell us about Dad’s way of thinking 

• Think about Dad’s motivations – what forces have shaped him to date and why does he behave the way he does? 
• Make some deductions about dad’s beliefs – how do they connect and contrast with Church beliefs? 

 
Character Study of a minor player 
Every character has something to contribute and is a vehicle for the author to add another dimension or layer to the story. 

• Think about Nannie or the twins, Luke and Mark. What important elements of the story do they illustrate? 
• Kyle and his Dad play a more significant role. Look at where they live (the junk yard), how they live and what their thoughts about God 

are. Explain the “salvage” idea – how does the salvaging they do every day compare with the tasks they do for Grace and her family? 
• If you were to add another minor character, who would it be and what role would this person play. Why would your character make a 

difference? 
 
Concepts and Controversy 
 
Consider this question: In what situations or under what circumstances can the following things be “good”?  
Explore the role of these things in the novel first - then in the “real world” to provide examples, comparisons and justifications for your views. 
 

 Control (…think about who has it, why and how they assert it in positive or negative ways) 
 

 Change  (…what are the risks and dangers of change verses NO change?) 
 

 
 Conflict (…in this novel it occurs constantly – in the messages Grace was receiving, in the behaviour of the adults, in the actions of the 

elders with Dad – how should conflict be resolved in ways that make things better for everyone involved?) 
 

 Punishment (those were constantly metered out in this book – were they deserved? Predictable? Reasonable? Unavoidable? Valuable?) 



Springboards for debate, discussion, dramatization or dialogue. 
 
Difference 
Grace compares the “stern-looking men in business suits, often with dandruff” (p.35) with magnificent and elegant lions. The author seems to be 
making a point here that despite the grand posturing or high moral ground these people take, they are in fact, quite “normal” in ways that are 
common and ‘earthly’. Their simple failings and flaws are often observed by Grace (and outsiders) even though they consider themselves above 
or better than others (“That’s what’s wrong with our church these days, Elders who carry on as if they were God.” Dad, p.14).  
 
The notion of being different is a recurring theme throughout the novel. Investigate this aspect.  

• Locate and describe examples of “difference” – people who are perceived to be different or who are behaving differently, why Grace is 
so different, the degree of tolerance or acceptance of difference. 

• Collate some examples of characters who “think” they are different and that they are better than others doing very normal things or 
having very human responses in difficult situations (e.g.: Mr. Gosper in the car on the long trip!) 

 
Analyse what the book has to say about other major issues such as: 
Belonging  Rights (Human or Parental or Religious) Truth  Salvation Identity 

• Can you define these key concepts? 
• Give examples of real life situations that parallel Grace’s. 
• What evidence can you find in the novel and in your community of people’s experiences seeking to find, gain or connect with these 

things?  
• Are there other key concepts or major issues you feel are highlighted by the story? 

 
God – a central figure in Grace’s life. 
What role does Grace’s “God” play? How does she seem to view God? Think about all the things she asks for, tells him and expects of him. 

• Chart and categorise or classify her interactions – e.g.: practical (seeking help to make a plan), theoretical (giving her guidance or her 
grandparents help); personal (wanting protection or a sign) or social (sharing thoughts and feelings as if with a friend). 

• How does her view compare with others’ views of God in this novel? 
Take it further -  
Various religions place their “God/s” (known by different names) in different roles. Followers or Members of diverse religious groups all see 
their relationships with their Gods – and other people’s - from a certain perspective. 

• Do some “finding out”. Compare and contrast some of the beliefs/attitudes towards or  placements of God in different churches or 
religions. 

• Compare mainstream and alternative groups – what similarities or differences do they have in terms of the rules they ask people to 
follow?  



 
 
Reflections on the novel 
 
1. As it was in the beginning (Chapter 1) so it is in the end (Chapter 30) that Grace is happily united with her family. But so much happens in 
between these points! Reflect on the experiences Grace has had. 

• What do you think are the most significant things she has learned? 
• Who was most changed by events in the story – in the short term and in the long term? 
• What did you learn from reading and thinking about the issues raised in this book. 

 
2. How would you describe Morris Gleitzman’s approach to writing this novel – consider the issues and topics that he addresses.  
What techniques do you think he used to create his characters and draw out particularly interesting issues? 
Was there a message or a moral in your view? 
 
3. Do you think Morris Gleitzman is successful in creating a character and a world that gives the reader a new insight or challenges the reader in 
any way? Explain your reasoning. 
 
4. If you had the opportunity now to write or draw something in response to finishing the book, what would your central emotions be?  
Would you: 

o Write a poem from a character’s perspective or about a larger theme 
o Create a song or piece of music that captures your feeling or the book’s mood at a certain point 
o Craft a book review that recommended or “panned” it for certain readers 
o Compose a letter to Morris Gleitzman with questions or commendations 
o Sketch an image or design a symbolic statement that comments on a major theme 
o Make a list of good ideas, intentions or inspirations it has given you! 

 
So, take that opportunity! 
             
References: How to succeed with Questioning by Sally Godhino & Jeni Wilson (Curriculum Corporation, 2004)  
               
 
 


